
Capturing the impact of fractures on rock mass strength and stability 
is a critical part of the design process for a wide range of engineering 
applications within fractured rock. Conventional analysis or model-
ling often represents the fracture system in an idealised way, forcing 
a number of unrealsitic constraints upon the modelled fracture 
system.

In contrast, Golder’s FracMan® Geomechanics Software, based on 
20 years of development and expertise, allows the realistic model-
ling of the rock mass fracture system linked directly to your site 
investigation data. The resulting Discrete Fracture Network (DFN) 
model honours your fracture observations, linking directly to your 
borehole televiewer data, LIDAR surveys and manual fracture 
mapping resulting in a constrained realistic statistical description of 
your fracture network.

Undertaking kinematic analysis on a true rock mass description 
results in the querying of a system of gueninely possible blocks, 
allowing the probalistic assessment of block size, shape and stability. 
In this way, rock bolt design and selection can be optimised to best 
match the modeled block geometries derived from the fracture 
network.

FracMan® 7.0 Geomechanics key features:

Advanced fracture-oriented analysis of televiewer logs, oriented 
core, bench and face mapping, photogrammetric surveys etc;

Generation of geologically realistic fracture networks based on a 
wide variety of methods including structural, geomechanical and 
seismic attributes;

Full tunnel and slope kinematic analysis of rock mass including 
rock bolt support, groundwater pressures and earthquake 
acceleration;   

Generation of multiple stochastic realisations for uncertainity 
management through automatic Monte Carlo simulation and 
analysis;

Determine the size distribution of the rock masses in situ 
fragmentation.

Success in Fractured Rocks

FracMan® 7.0 Geomechanics Edition
Optimising rock engineering design and support just got better!

Let FracMan® revolutionise how you design
structures in your fractured rockmass!
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Top: Real rock blocks identified from the DFN model, red 
 blocks kinematically stable, blue blocks unstable

Middle: Identification of blocks with rock bolt support

Lower: Visualisation of what the rock blocks would look 
 like within the excavation
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